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1. Little Butterfly: Coloring and Story Book
is about a butterfly on a journey of self-discovery. Color the rich illustrations
as the story unfolds, and let your imagination soar! Whether you are into art
therapy, looking to enjoy an intriguing story, or just need something fun to
do, you will find ample opportunities within this one book.
2. Sri Anthology: Real-Life Travelers Tales
In this collection of nonfiction, nine authors share their separate experiences
from exploring different corners of the globe. In these stories you will find
adventure, fear, amusement, heartbreak, mystery, amazement, and hope….
3. Erebus: Ten Stories
Life is a journey with choices. We can feed our ego, anger, fear and self-pity;
Or we can choose an alternative path. Two authors explore the possibilities in
this collection of short stories.
4. Viral Shapeshifters: Strange Behaviors of HIV and Other Viruses
This book explains the story of each virus in terms of evolution and its
interactions with humans. It argues that early vaccine successes with the
smallpox and polio viruses were due to the hard shells of those viruses, and
proposes an explanation of why it has not been possible to replicate that
success with HIV and some other viruses.
5. Simplicity in Complexity: An Introduction to Complex Systems
How do scientists model crowd behaviour, epidemics, or earthquakes? What
can we learn from the collective intelligence and adaptability of an ant colony?
This book answers such questions by highlighting common themes such as
self-organisation and emergence in the study of complex systems.
6. Physics: Volume One, Classical Foundations
A concise survey of the foundations of classical physics, focussing on
conceptual issues and their limitations. The presentation is aimed at
enthusiasts in schools and beyond.

7. Integrated Mathematics for Explorers
Structured to make learning interesting for students with different interests in
high-schools and liberal arts colleges. In addition to worked examples, practice
questions and challenges, there are suggestions for self-study, puzzles, and a
list of unsolved mathematical problems.
8. Solutions Manual: Integrated Mathematics for Explorers
Accompaniment to Integrated Mathematics for Explorers.
9. Real World Mathematics
Intended as a resource for those who wish to teach and learn mathematics
through real world applications. Suitable for high-schools and liberal arts
colleges.
10. Solutions Manual: Real World Mathematics
Accompaniment to Real World Mathematics.
11. Handbook of Mathematics
In addition to providing reference for the usual topics covered in high-schools
and colleges, this book includes eclectic tidbits to stimulate enquiry and
investigation.
12. School Mathematics Series
The six volumes in the series contain brief review notes, worked examples, and
test questions with answers. Suitable for high-schools and liberal arts colleges.
Topics covered include exponents, logarithms, polynomial equations, rational
functions, simultaneous equations, matrices, coordinate
geometry, plane geometry, trigonometry, differential and integral calculus.
13. Mathematical Escapades
A collection of challenges, with solutions. For high-school students.
14. Free E-books
Download our free E-books from www.simplicitysg.net/books/free-ebooks
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